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Honest, caring words and hands-on activities to help kids accept and grow through the loss of a

beloved pet. Why did this happen? How do I feel? What can I do? What happens next? The death

of a pet is often a child's first encounter with grief. How your child learns to cope through this

experience may affect his or her attitude into adulthood. Drawing on concepts from psychology and

a broad multifaith perspective, this supportive workbook provides a sensitive and practical resource

that will help children ages 7 to 13 cope with the death of a beloved animal. Children can write,

draw, read, create and express feelings via concrete, hands-on activities including:Becoming a

Memory Detective to piece together clues to remember their petPlanning a memorial service and

making a pet memorialRecording photo memories of their petHonoring their petâ€™s memory by

giving to othersOpen and gentle, this book will help your childâ€•and you as the parentâ€•understand

difficult concepts and communicate deep feelings as your child grows through this personal season

of mourning.
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Sensitively written, and honors every feeling associated with losing a pet. Also acknowledges the

possibility of life after death for pets, and is suitable for a variety of faith communities. The activities

are simple, and not overwhelming. I found it touching and helpful even from an adult point of view,

though it's clearly designed for children.



Pets are (or should be) a part of every child's growing up. Caring for pets teaches children so many

essential values about life and responsibility. One essential and unavoidable aspect of having a

companion animal is that they will inevitable die. Sometimes of old age with all the medical

complications associated with aging. Sometimes suddenly from accident or injury or error. The

death of a pet is also a life-teaching aspect that if properly handled, can provide a child with values

that will carry on to their benefit throughout their adult years as well. "Remembering My Pet: A Kid's

Own Spiritual Workbook For When A Pet Dies" is the collaborative effort of Nechama Liss-Levinson

and Molly Phinney Baskette to provide parents with a means of helping children ages 7 to 13 to

cope with the loss of their pet through such means as planning a memorial service, recording photo

memories of their animal companion, honoring their pet's memory by sharing with and giving to

others, and so much more. Strongly recommended - especially for anyone who has lost an animal

companion - "Remembering My Pet" will enable a child to express and deal with their feelings by

drawing, writings, reading, creating, and engaging in activities that will result in a memorial

keepsake they will treasure for the rest of their own lives.

This is a great gift for any kid whose pet just died, whether the pet is a dog, cat, hamster or rabbit. I

really like it because it respects children's feelings, and understands that the loss of a pet can be as

profound and sad for a kid as the loss of a friend or family member. At the same time, it offers ways

for kids to learn to remember, grieve and go on with life.Missy Chase LapineAuthor, The Sneaky

Chef
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